
I. IntroductionI. IntroductionI. IntroductionI. Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of

a large number of tiny sensor nodes with limited

computation capacity, storage space and power

resource. Since WSNs are vulnerable to malicious

attacks, it is important to protect communications

among sensor nodes to maintain confidentiality

and integrity.

Recent research suggests that symmetric secret

key pre-distribution is the only practical approach

for establishing secure channels among sensors

due to the low-power and limited computational

capacity. Many random key pre-distribution

schemes have been proposed [2-7]. The basic

idea behind Eschenauer et al. [2] is to have a

large pool of keys, from which a set of keys is

randomly chosen and stored in each sensor node.

Any of two nodes able to find common keys

within their key subsets can use those shared

keys for secure communication. Our scheme is

based on the Eschenauer et al., and we refer to

this scheme as the basic scheme throughout this
paper. In case that certain pre-deployment knowl-

edge is available, the performance of the key

pre-distribution can be improved by exploiting
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such knowledge. Several schemes that utilize the

pre-deployment knowledge such as location of

sensors are proposed [4,7]. Based on the location

information of each sensor, the probability that

two sensors share a common key is improved.

However, above schemes still require each node

to carry a large number of keys for large scale

sensor networks. For example, to implement the

random key pre-distribution schemes proposed in

[2, 3] for a WSN of size 10,000, at least 200 keys

are required for each node, which is almost half

of the available memory (assume 64-bit keys and

less than 4KB data memory [1]). Also, because

useful communications are occurred only among

active sensors, if two sensors sharing some keys

are hardly in active-state at the same time, these

keys are unnecessary and inefficient.

To address above problems, we propose a new

approach for random key pre-distribution that ex-

ploits new pre-deployment knowledge, state of

sensors. By facilitating new pre-deployment

knowledge, we can improve the connectivity and

reduce the number of required keys that each

sensor should carry.

This paper is organized as follows: In section

II, we model our pre-deployment knowledge. We

propose our scheme in section III and we analyze

our proposed scheme and compare it with the
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previous schemes in section IV. Finally, we con-

clude our paper in section V.

II. Modeling State of SensorsII. Modeling State of SensorsII. Modeling State of SensorsII. Modeling State of Sensors

1. Classification of State1. Classification of State1. Classification of State1. Classification of State

We consider two major operational states: ac-

tive and sleep. We define that sensors in sleep

state consume the lowest amount of the node

power; while being asleep, a node cannot interact

with the external world. On the other hand, the

sensors in active-state can interact with the ex-

ternal world with higher node power consumption.

2. Active-State Group Modeling2. Active-State Group Modeling2. Active-State Group Modeling2. Active-State Group Modeling

The state of sensor depends on the scheduler

implemented in sensors, events that sensors may

receive, MAC protocol and other variable factors.

The probability of active-state is determined by

the sleep scheduling algorithm, job scheduler, and

randomness of other variable factors.

Since all possibilities related to the sensors'

state are probabilistic and random, the probability

of active-state for all sensors may have the dif-

ferent pdfs(probability density function). However,

in our proposed scheme, keys are pre-distributed

to each group classified by the probability of ac-

tive-state at each time-interval. Therefore, all

sensors in each group can be assumed to have

same pdfs. In this paper, we assume such a

group-based key pre-distribution, and we model

each group follows Gaussian distribution. We also

assume that each group has different time point

when the probability is maximized. Based on

these assumptions, we define that Active-State
Group is the group of sensors which are highly
probable in the active-state at the same

time-interval. If a sensor  in  is the most

probable in active-state at time  , the pdf of

node  in group  is as follow:


 ∈ 
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where  





. Without loss of

generality, we assume that the pdf for each

group is identical except the value of , so

we use ∈ instead of 
 ∈

throughout this paper.

<Fig. 1> depicts the pdf of each group. We

can find out that if one group has the highest

probability of active-state at one time-interval, it

also has the moderately high probability at near-

by time-interval. Therefore, two neighbor groups

are probable to be in active-state at the same

time-interval with the moderate probability.

<Fig. 1> Probability Distribution of Active-State Group

III. The Proposed SchemeIII. The Proposed SchemeIII. The Proposed SchemeIII. The Proposed Scheme

1. Assumptions and Security Threats1. Assumptions and Security Threats1. Assumptions and Security Threats1. Assumptions and Security Threats

To use the state as the pre-deployment knowl-

edge, we define the following assumptions:

� Whole lifetime of WSN can be divided into

many small time-intervals and each of them re-

peats periodically.

� There is no time-interval when all sensors are

in sleep state.

WSN is vulnerable to several security threats.

We consider two major security threats; node

capture and eavesdropping. First, adversary can

monitor communications between sensors due to

the characteristic of the radio broadcast signal.

Second, adversary can capture nodes and analyze

all information embedded in each sensor.

2. Design Requirements2. Design Requirements2. Design Requirements2. Design Requirements

To address the security threats and the prob-

lems of existing key pre-distribution schemes, we

propose our scheme which satisfies following re-

quirements:

� Small number of keys: To address the limited
memory constraint, small number of keys should

be promised while supporting the same or higher

level of security.

� Higher connectivity: With smaller number of
keys, the probability that two sensors share at

least one common session key at given time-in-

terval should be higher.

� Resilience against node capture: Sensors are
easily captured by adversaries. Once captured,

they are analyzed and may reveal secret in-

formation to the adversaries. The proposed

scheme should be resilient against node capture.

3. Notations and Terminologies3. Notations and Terminologies3. Notations and Terminologies3. Notations and Terminologies



We utilize following notations and terminologies

for convenience of description.

� Global Key Pool: A global key pool  is a
pool of random symmetric keys, from which a

group key pool is generated. (Cardinality= )

� Group Key Pool: A group key pool (=1,2,

3, ) is a subset of global key pool,… .
(Cardinality= )

� Time-Interval: A time-interval, , is a part
of lifetime of WSN.  is divided into the

small time-intervals, (=1,2,3, ).…

� Group: A group, (=1,2,3, ) is a set of…

sensors estimated to be in active-state at

specific time-interval,  with high probability.

� Key Ring: A key ring ,(,=1,2,3, ) is a…

subset of group key pool, which is in-

dependently assigned to each sensor  classi-

fied as the . (Cardinality=)

� Key-Sharing Graph: Let  represent all

sensors. A Key-Sharing Graph  is con-
structed in the following manner: For any two

sensor nodes  and  in , there exists an

edge between them if and only if (1) nodes 
and  have at least one common key, and (2)
nodes  and  can reach each other within
the wireless transmission range, i.e., in a sin-

gle hop.

4. Key Pre-Distribution Scheme4. Key Pre-Distribution Scheme4. Key Pre-Distribution Scheme4. Key Pre-Distribution Scheme

Using state of sensors modeled in the previous

section, terms and notations, and assumptions, we

propose a new random key pre-distribution

scheme that satisfies all requirements listed in the

previous section. Our proposed scheme consists of

three phases: key pre-distribution phase,

shared-key discovery, and path-key establishment.

1) Key Pre-Distribution Phase

This phase is performed off-line and before

deployment. Key setup server estimates the prob-

ability of active-state at all time-intervals for

each sensor using the information about all sen-

sors like MAC protocol, sleep scheduler, job

scheduler, and so on. Based on the estimation, it

classifies all sensors into groups so that sensors

more probable in active-state at the same time

can share common session keys. We assume that

 different groups are found while estimation.

After grouping of all sensors, key setup server

generates a large global key pool  , and di-
vides it into  group key pools  (for 

=1,2,3, ,…  ), for group . Two group key

pools are neighbors if their corresponding

time-intervals are previous or next. The pur-

pose of setting up the group key pool  is to

allow the neighbor groups to share more keys.

We will describe the detail group key pool

setup step later.

After completion of group key pool setup, for

each sensor in the active-state group , ran-

domly selected  keys from its corresponding
group key pool  and their indices are loaded

into the memory of each sensor.

Because key assignments for sensors are de-

termined by the probability of active-state, in

some cases sensors may be in active-state even

though they are not assumed to be. Therefore, all

sensor should share keys with the other groups

to communicate with others. Since we assume

that the probability of active-state follows the

Gaussian distribution, sensors are moderately

probable to be in active-state at the previous and

next time-interval. Therefore, each sensor should

carry some portion of the group key pools from

the previous and next time-interval.

2) Shared-Key Discovery Phase

After deployment, the state of each sensor is

switching depending on the scheduler, events, and

other variable factors at each time-interval. For

secure communication with active-state node at

given time-interval, each active node broadcasts a

message containing the indices of the keys it

carries. Each active node can use these broadcast

messages to find out if there exists a common

key it shares with the broadcasting node. If such

a key exists, the active node uses this key to se-

cure its communication channel with the broad-

casting node. For disclosing the indices of keys

each sensor carries, the challenge-response tech-

nique can be utilized to avoid sending the indices

[2], that is for every key  on a key ring,

each sensor can broadcast a list  (

=1, ,… ), where  is a challenge. By decrypt-
ing the  with the proper key, a recipient

can reveal the challenge  and establish a

shared key with the broadcasting sensor. After

above step, entire sensor network forms a

key-sharing graph  .

3) Path-Key Establishment Phase

It is possible that two active sensors do not

share a pre-distributed key. They should perform

path-key establishment phase.



Suppose that  wants to share a session key
with  , who do not share a common key each
other. The idea is to use the secure channels

that have already been established in the

key-sharing graph : as long as the graph is
connected, two active nodes  and  can al-
ways find a path in  from  to  . Two sen-
sors need to find an intermediate active-state

sensor node that shares common keys with

both of them to help establish a session key.

Either of these two sensors may broadcast a

request message with their own IDs. We as-

sume that  sends this request. Suppose sen-
sor  receives this request, and  shares a
common key  with  , and a common key

 with  . Sensor  then generates a random

session key  and sends a message back to  ,
which contains    and   . These are

the session key  encrypted with  and ,

respectively. Upon receiving this reply mes-

sage, node  can have the session key by de-
crypting   , and inform sensor  by for-

warding    to .

4) Setting up Group Key Pools

We will show how to assign keys to each

group key pool , for =1,2,3, ,…  , such that

group key pools corresponding to nearby

time-intervals have a certain number of com-

mon keys. We assume that  determines the
certain number of common keys between two

nearby time-interval groups. In our scheme,

one group key pool shares exactly  with

nearby time-interval group key pool(0≤a<1).
We call  an overlapping factor.

To achieve this property, we divide the keys in

each group key pool into two partitions like illus-

trated in <Fig.2>. Keys in each partition are

those keys that are shared between corresponding

nearby time-interval group key pools. In <Fig.2>,

the left partition of  consists of   keys

shared between  and .

<Fig. 2> Shared keys between nearby group key pools

Given the global key pool  and overlapping
factor , we now describe how to select keys
for each group key pool . First, keys for the

first group key pool  are selected from ;

then remove   keys from  . For each group

key pool  (=2,...,), select   keys from

group key pool   ; then select 

keys from the global key pool , and remove

the selected  keys from  . After group 
selects  keys from its nearby time-interval

group , no other group can select any one

of the  keys. That is, these   keys are

only shared between  and .

With above strategies, we can generate group

key pool for each group. Then, now we calculate

the number of keys in each group key pool. Since

keys selected from the other groups are all dis-

tinct, the sum of all the number of keys should

be equal to the . Therefore, we have the

following equation:  


where  is

the number of groups and  is the overlapping
factor.

IV. Performance AnalysisIV. Performance AnalysisIV. Performance AnalysisIV. Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze our proposed

scheme in detail. We present the probability that

two sensors share a common key, and analyze

our proposed scheme.

1. Connectivity1. Connectivity1. Connectivity1. Connectivity

We calculate  , the probability that two

active-state sensors share at least one com-

mon key after deployment at given

time-interval. Let  be the event that two

sensors are in active-state at given time-in-

terval, and  be the event that two sensors

share at least one common key. Hence,

  
∩

.

The probability that two sensors share at least

one common key can be expressed as 1 - P[two

sensors do not share any key]. Note that when

the size of the key pool is , the number of

keys shared between two key pools is ,

where the possible values of  are 1, , and
0.

According to the value of , we should con-
sider three cases for finding the required

probability. First, two sensors come from same

group (=1). Second, two sensors come from



the nearby two groups (=). Third, two sen-
sors come from the different groups which are

not neighbor each other. (=0).

Since we adopts the same overlapping key pool

method used in [7], here we just briefly introduce

the procedures and equations for calculation. The

first node selects  keys from the  shared

keys, it then selects the remaining  keys
from the non-shared keys. To avoid sharing

any key with the first sensor, the second sen-

sor cannot select any of the  keys from those
 shared keys already selected by the first

sensor, so it has to select  keys from the
remaining  keys from its key pool.

Therefore, , the probability that two sen-

sors share at least one key when their key

pools have  keys in common, can be cal-

culated as follow:

  

 




  

   

 

  

   


(2)

Here, if =1, the above equation can be re-
duced as follow:

  

 
 


If =0, required probability is zero,

   .

Then, we need to find out the probability that

two sensors are in active-state at given

time-interval. For this we need to consider two

cases as follows:

� Case 1: two sensors are in same group during

key pre-distribution phase.

� Case 2: two are in different group during key

pre-distribution phase, and two groups are

neighbors each other.

For each case, we can calculate the probability

that two sensors are in active-state at given

time-interval using Eq.(1).

Suppose that time-interval  is given as

 ≤ ≤  . Then, the probability that  is in

active-state at given time-interval can be

found as follow:

 


 

 


 
 

where (=1,2,3, ) is the index of the…

time-interval,  is the cdf(cumulative dis-
tribution function) of Gaussian function,  is

the cdf of Gaussian function with =0 and 

=1, and  is the Q-function.

For case 1, since two sensors are estimated to

be in active-state at same time-interval, the

probability of case 1 can be calculated simply as:

  
 where  is the given

time-interval.

For case 2, we only need to consider the cases

that two sensors are in active-state at the nearby

time-interval. That is, if one sensor is active at

 , the other may be in active at    or

   . Then, the probability of case 2 can be

simplified as follow:

  ×± where ± means

the previous or next time-interval of  .

Then, we can define the probability that two

sensors are in active-state as follow:
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(3)

Finally, we can now calculate  using

Eq.(2) and (3).

We define  as the set of all groups in our
scheme. Suppose that two sensors,  and ,

are selected from  and  ( ,=1,2,3, ) of…

 . Since the event that sensor ∈ and
sensor  ∈  share at least one common
key is independent of the event that node 
and node  are in active-state at given

time-interval, we can calculate the probability

that  and  are in active-state at given

time-interval, and two sensors share at least

one common key using Eq. (2) and (3) as:

⋅ (4)

where  is defined as follow:

 








     
        
 



Then,  is the average of the value in

Eq.(4) for all groups, and can be calculated as

follow:

 
∈∈
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⋅

<Fig.3> illustrates the probability that two

sensors share at least one common key when

they are in active-state versus the number of

keys each sensor carries under  = 100,000,
 = 100, and  = 0.25. <Fig.3> also illustrates
the comparison between our proposed scheme

and basic scheme [2]. To achieve same prob-

ability, our proposed scheme requires much

smaller number of keys than basic scheme in

[2].

<Fig.3> Connectivity: Probability of sharing at least one

key between two sensor nodes

2. Resilience against Node Capture2. Resilience against Node Capture2. Resilience against Node Capture2. Resilience against Node Capture

To evaluate our key pre-distribution scheme

against node capture, we apply the same method

used in [7]. According to [7], the estimation of

the expected fraction of total keys being compro-

mised is calculated by 

 where  is

the number of compromised nodes.

<Fig. 4> Resilience Against Node Capture when

=0.33

<Fig.4> illustrates the simulation results. We

compare our scheme with existing random key

pre-distribution schemes such as basic scheme in
[2] and Wenliang et. al.'s scheme in [7]. The fig-

ure shows that our proposed scheme lowers the

fraction of compromised communication after 
nodes are compromised. The most important

reason for this improvement is that, to achieve

the same probability that two sensors share at

least one common key while using the same

key pool size  , our proposed scheme only
requires much smaller  keys. For instance, to

achieve  = 0.33 under  = 100,000, the basic
scheme and Weliang et. al.'s scheme require 
= 200 and 46, respectively. However, our

scheme only needs  = 25. Carefully looking
at the equation for find the fraction of commu-

nications compromised, we can find out the

smaller value of  strengthens the networks

against node capture. By adopting new deploy-

ment knowledge, we enable to reduce the

number of unnecessary keys.

V. ConclusionV. ConclusionV. ConclusionV. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new random key

pre-distribution scheme that utilizes new pre-de-

ployment knowledge, state of sensors. Using this,
we can make keys be shared with sensors which

are more probable in active-state at the same

time. Therefore, we can achieve the higher con-

nectivity with smaller number of keys compared

to the previous schemes. Through this accom-

plishment, we can expect that sensor can save

lots of memory usage and also improvement of

resilience against node captures. We show the

outstanding performance and security strength

through the simulation.
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